Rink Boards and Accessories for
Synthetic Ice and Sport Pads
Iron Sleek manufactures boards and accessories that are complementary for companies providing synthetic ice
or any type of sport flooring. We do not manufacture synthetic ice or flooring of any type, rather we cooperate with
customers or contractors for building rink enclosures using our uniquely designed products.

HEAT BENT RINK ROUND
Iron Sleek also uniquely provides a heat bent 16” radius rink
rounded board. This comes in 10”, 20”, 24” and 42” heights.
The 16” radius gives a great curved appeal to keep puck
live while maintaining the corner nice and tight so there is
minimal loss of synthetic ice.
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CAP RAIL

YELLOW KICKER

Take your backyard rink to the next level with our new Iron Sleek
Cap Rail. Measuring 3/4” X 1.68” X 4’, our Cap Rail provides
a professional looking top trim that will give your rink an
arena appeal. Made of high density polyethylene the Iron
Sleek Cap Rail not only looks amazing but is very durable.

Our Yellow Poly Kicker comes in 4” and 8” sizes and is a 1/2” thick.
The purpose of this is to give a clean aesthetic professional look
to your rink as well as providing a smooth surface to keep pucks
moving along board walls.

RINK BOARDS

RINK BRACKETS

The poly rink boards are 1/2” thick of durable plastic with vertical
poly columns every 2 feet. In addition, the steel channels give
support and temperature stability required for hockey play in
the outdoors or indoors. These outdoor hockey rink boards are
solid! Iron Sleek rink boards are the ultimate residential hockey
rink boards because they are engineered for versatility, strength,
durability, temperature stability, and superb aesthetics. The poly
rink boards come 10”, 20” and 42” heights.

The Iron Sleek synthetic ice and sport tile rink bracket comes in
heights 12” and 36”. The 12” bracket is for rink enclosures up to
24” high and 36” tall bracket is for boards up to 48” tall. They can
be mounted into concrete or fastened into lumber. Our brackets
feature a critical cut out which is essential for sports tile and
synthetic ice expansion and contraction. If you are going low cost,
use this bracket for homemade plywood boards or it is a great
solution for mounting Iron Sleek poly steel boards.
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